2018 HIGHLIGHTS
Task 53 – New Generation Solar Cooling &
Heating Systems (PV or solar thermal
driven systems)

THE ISSUE
A tremendous increase in the market for air-conditioning can be observed worldwide
especially in developing countries. The results of the past IEA SHC Tasks and work on solar
cooling in SHC Task 38: Solar Air-Conditioning and Refrigeration show the large potential of
this technology for building air-conditioning, particularly in sunny regions. However, solar
thermal cooling faces barriers to emerge as an economically competitive solution. Thus there
is a strong need to stimulate the solar cooling sector for small and medium sized systems.
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OUR WORK
SHC Task 53 experts, building upon earlier IEA SHC work in this field, worked for four years
to find solutions to make solar driven heating and cooling systems cost competitive and to
help build a strong and sustainable market for new innovative thermal cooling systems and
solar PV. These objectives were tackled through five activities:
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1.

2.
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4.
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Investigation of new small to medium size PV & solar thermal driven cooling and
heating systems and development of best suited cooling and heating systems
technology with a focus on reliability, adaptability and quality.
Proof of cost effectiveness of the above mentioned solar cooling and heating
systems.
Investigation on life cycle performances on energy and environmental terms
(LCA) of different options.
Assistance with the market deployment of new solar cooling and heating
systems for buildings worldwide.
Increasing energy supply safety and influencing the virtuous demand side
management behaviors.

The Task’s scope was technologies for the production of cold/hot water or conditioned air by
means of solar heat or solar electricity. That is, the Task started with the solar radiation
reaching the collectors or the PV modules and ended with the chilled/hot water and/or
conditioned air transferring to the application. The focus was on solar driven systems for both
cooling (ambient and food conservation) and heating (ambient and domestic hot water).
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KEY RESULTS IN 2018
SHC Task 53 started in March 2014 with results presented at numerous events over the years, all of which
can be found on the Task 53 webpage.

T53E4 Tool – To Assess a System’s Technical and Economic Potential
T53E4, a technical and economic assessment tool that rates and benchmarks new developments at the
system level (proper design and operation). This assessment tool provides a comprehensive database of
boundary conditions that are used in various configurations and applications, which means that tool users can
assess entirely different types of configurations. Users can obtain information on the efficiency and cost of a
solar heating and cooling (SHC) installation and the reference system in a common comparable format. As
part of this work, the Task researchers assessed and benchmarked 28 solar heating and cooling systems with
the cooling capacity ranging from 5 kW to more than 150 kW.
The tool’s reference system consists of a natural gas boiler and an air-cooled vapor compression chiller. All
key results are provided in a normalized form. This means that a specific reference was selected to avoid a
discussion about the absolute values and the right choice of boundary conditions.

Results using the T53E4 tool: The cost ratio is shown on the y-axis over the non-renewable primary energy
savings fsav PER-NRE on the x-axis. The graph on the left shows the configurations at southern sites, where
cooling demand dominates over the summer. The graph on the right shows results from northern locations,
where the need for cooling is lower during the same period.

Two main parameters were calculated from the monthly energy balance of each configuration:
•

The non-renewable primary energy savings (fsav PER-NRE), which compares the non-renewable
primary energy demand of an SHC system to those by a reference system. The fsav ranges from 0.3 to
0.94, which means that solar energy replaces 30% to 94% of non-renewable primary energy demand of
the reference system.

•

The cost ratio (CR) to describe the levelized cost of energy (LCOE) of an SHC system as opposed to the
LCOE of a reference installation. The LCOE is derived from annuities paid over the lifetime of a system
(typically 25 years). A CR below 1, such as 0.8, indicates that the solar device offers a 20% reduction in
costs compared to the baseline, while a CR above 1, such as 1.4, describes a system that raises costs
by 40%.

The configurations were then grouped by boundary conditions, for example, whether the location is in the south
or north, and identified separate lines for solar heat and PV. Northern installations consist of those in Austria,
Finland, Germany, Sweden, and Switzerland. Sites in the south are found in Italy, Spain, France, and China.
The southern locations depicted on the left graph below show promising results, with between 40% and 70% of
energy savings at a total cost lower than that of the reference systems. This amount of saving is possible for
both PV (see dotted line) and solar heat (see continuous line). If the industry could offer reduced system costs
by only 15%, energy savings could be as high as 80% and the units would be cost competitive in southern
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locations.
The cooling systems in northern locations, where there is less demand for air conditioning (graph on the right
hand side above), paint an entirely different picture. Only if primary energy savings are kept to 40% systems
can be cost-competitive to references. Aiming for savings of between 60% and 80% will increase costs
tremendously. Again, it is the investment that had the strongest impact of all parameters. If investment costs
are reduced by at least 30%, cost-effectiveness could be guaranteed along the entire trendline.
What this tool shows is that cost-competitive solar cooling configurations are possible even with today’s
investment cost models. And, that solar technologies can be optimized for solar heating and cooling. Whether
solar thermal or PV is the more favorable option will mostly depend on the location and the design of the system.
Contacts: Daniel Neyer (daniel@neyer-brainworks.at) / Rebekka Koell (r.koell@aee.at)

ELISA Tool : Life Cycle Analysis for Solar Cooling Systems
Another Excel-based tool is the Environmental Life Cycle Impacts of Solar Air-conditioning Systems (ELISA).
This user-friendly Life Cycle Assessment (LCA) tool can assist researchers, designers, and decisionmakers in
evaluating the life cycle energy and environmental advantages for solar cooling systems in place of
conventional ones. This easy to use tool, designed for educational and research activities, takes into
consideration specific climatic conditions and building loads.
ELISA was developed by the University of Palermo to carry out simplified LCAs and to compare SHC systems
with conventional systems. It can:
•

Be used for different geographic contexts

•

Compare up to 4 typologies of systems:
1. SHC system
2. SHC system with photovoltaic panels
(PVs)
3. Conventional systems
4. Conventional systems with PVs

•

Calculate for:
1. Global warming potential (GWP)
2. Global energy requirement (GER)
3. Energy payback time (EPT)
4. GWP payback time (GWP-PT)
5. Energy return ratio (ERR)

Contacts: Marco Beccali (marco.beccali@dream.unipa.it) / Sonia Longo (sonialongo@dream.unipa.it)

Both T53E4 and ELISA as well as many other reports are available to download for free from the Task 53
website, http://task53.ieashc.org/.
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